
Nasdaq recently commissioned an independent research firm, Verdantix, to assess the integration of ESG (Environmental, 
Social, and Governance) factors and sustainability considerations into the strategic planning of various decision-makers within 
corporations. The “NASDAQ 2023 ESG and Climate Survey” highlights several interesting findings about the status of ESG in 
corporate America and Europe. 
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The survey involved anonymous phone interviews with 100 executives in senior ESG/sustainability, real estate operations 
and finance roles split evenly between North America and Europe. 
• Respondents worked for publicly listed organizations with annual revenues greater than $250 million.
• Job titles spanned 4 separate roles: VPs, Department Heads, Directors, and Senior Managers. 

o Department Heads and Directors made up the majority of respondents. 

• Only 14% of senior ESG team members are actually 
dedicated to that role full-time.

• Furthermore, nearly half of the most senior ESG 
team members are voluntarily taking on the 
responsibilities of leading the team in addition to 
their existing roles.

• This suggests a potential skills deficit at the 
leadership level of ESG in many organizations, while 
also pointing to difficulties with hiring skilled ESG and 
sustainability personnel.

47%

14%

39% Voluntarily Working
in Addition to
Regular Role

Migrated Internally

From Other Teams

Dedicated Team Member

“How was your most senior team member responsible for 
ESG and sustainability sourced?’

Survey Result: Who Makes up ESG Teams? 

Who Took the Survey? 

https://www.nasdaq.com/campaign/esg-climate-survey/


34%

22%

22%

12%

10%

Executing reporting to frameworks,
standards and regulatory
requirements

Collecting and collating ESG and
sustainability data

Responding to information requests
from key customers, investors and
other stakeholders

Attaining buy-in from C-Suite
leadership

Internal communication of progress
toward goals/KPIs
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• Respondents were asked to rank a list of 
challenges based on how significant they are to 
effectively implementing an ESG and 
sustainability strategy.

• The most significant challenges revolve around 
reporting, collecting data, and ability to respond 
to information requests from stakeholders.

“Rank the following challenges based on how significant they are to 
effectively implementing an ESG and sustainability strategy”*

At the conclusion of the survey, NASDAQ provided 
four clear recommendations for companies 
looking to improve their ESG program:

1. Appoint a dedicated ESG executive to lead 
sustainability efforts

2. Seek partnerships with ESG specialists 
providing tailored consulting services

3. Establish data collection processes in 
advance of regulations

4. Focus investments to meet and demonstrate 
progress towards ESG goals

Survey Result: What are the Biggest Business Challenges of ESG? 

*This figure shows the % of responses that were considered “Most Significant.” 

ZMH Advisors uses several tools to ensure that client’s data is easily accessible, integrated with broader ESG strategy 
and shareholder engagement, and aligned with relevant frameworks. Contact us to see how we can help you with 
this!

https://www.nasdaq.com/campaign/esg-climate-survey/
https://zmhadvisors.myfreshworks.com/crm/sales/web_forms/4de8604a3400462290abe7495f6cacdf1e41e237322bd729c09868ec13e20f32/form.html


ZMH Advisors is a technology-based shareholder and ESG advisory firm 
revolutionizing the way companies approach corporate governance and investor 
engagement. Our mission is simple yet transformative: to make ESG strategy and 
shareholder engagement more impactful, efficient, and effective through the 
application of technology.

Try our proprietary Investor Engagement Dashboard  To Access:

Conduct more insightful off-cycle engagements, understand how ESG weighs into investor 
considerations, and streamline investor communications all in one easy-to-use central hub.

   info@zmhadvisors.com | https://zmhadvisors.com
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